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ABSTRACT
Contributors to this theme issue examine the history of the life sciences at the Botanical Gardens in Bogor (Kebun Raya Bogor) in Indonesia. Each of the essays in this theme issue focusses on a major transformation that the garden, its networks, and staff underwent in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Before summarizing individual contributions, this introductory essay familiarizes readers with more recent scholarship in the field. Taken together, the essays in our theme issue suggest that the practice of the life sciences at the Gardens can be best analyzed as the outcome of historical processes of coordination and competition in which different disciplines, communities, and networks not only in insular Southeast Asia but also other parts of the world played a formative role.
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The Bogor Botanical Gardens\(^1\) in Indonesia, which was called ‘s Lands Plantentuin in what was then Buitenzorg in the Dutch Indies, has undergone several crucial transformations since its foundation in 1817. Even if one focusses only on the colonial period and leaves aside the period after the Indonesian Revolution, the Gardens’ history enhances our understanding of the complex relationship between evolving colonial science practices and varying forms of imperial politics. The historical relationship between the botanical garden’s political organization and practices to study plants can be best described as co-evolutionary. Earlier versions of the papers in this theme issue have been presented at an
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\(^1\) Over the nineteenth and twentieth century, the Botanical Gardens in Bogor have witnessed several name changes. For the sake of coherency, essays in this special issue refer to Bogor Botanical Gardens, or simply Botanical Gardens, if we refer to the garden as institution. Historical names such as ‘s Lands Plantentuin are used when the garden is discussed in a specific historical context.
international symposium at the Hortus Botanicus in Leiden in autumn 2017. The symposium, which brought together historians of natural history and biology, museum and collection professionals and colonial Southeast Asia scholars, was organized to commemorate and reflect upon the garden’s bi-centennial anniversary from a historical perspective.

Authors of this theme issue are interested not only in the two decades before the First World War, when the garden was at the apex of political power. The garden had by then obtained a special position in the Indonesian Archipelago, housing the young colonial agricultural department – the highest government institution to develop colonial agricultural policy. Owing to its close links with the colonial government, the garden thus functioned as the Indies’ central science institute. In the nineteenth century this was not a typical function of a botanical garden, even a tropical one. In order to better explain the gar-
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den’s transformations in the decades before and after World War I, the essays in this theme issue analyse Bogor Botanical Gardens’ past as the result of a co-evolutionary development between the colony’s science politics and politics in general over a much longer period, from the garden’s foundation in 1817 until the years after the Indonesian Revolution.\textsuperscript{4} Taken together this theme issue argues that the history of life sciences as they were practiced in and around the Botanical Gardens in Bogor form an important lens through which we can analyze the transformations of Dutch imperial science as a whole.

\textit{Life sciences in the Dutch empire}

At the core of this theme issue lies the claim that the development of the life sciences and colonial politics cannot be analytically separated from each other. However, although the historical relationship between science and politics at the Botanical Gardens in Buitenzorg can be in general described as co-produced, the essays below reveal how political and social organization reconfigured scientific practice. Only during a few moments in its two hundred years’ existence did new scientific practices and forms of science organization dramatically reconfigure imperial policy. The most obvious example for this is the garden’s foundational years in the early nineteenth century. Similar to governments in Europe, the colonial administration in Java heavily relied on the \textit{Plantentuin} as a site at which knowledge about the colony’s natural resources were brought together and catalogued. At least until 1826, the garden’s directors were deeply embedded in the colonial infrastructure as high-ranking government official, whose advice was crucial for actual policy making not only in the field of colonial agriculture.

A similar trend can be observed in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, which between 1815 and 1830 also included the Southern Netherlands. In the years after the Dutch state inherited the Dutch Indies from the bankrupt Dutch East Indies Company (\textit{Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie}, or VOC), after a short British interregnum in Java, the Netherlands witnessed the rise of various reform-oriented initiatives in which plant experts played a pivotal role.\textsuperscript{5} During the reign of King Willem I, several imperial science institutes were set up, too: next to the \textit{Plantentuin} in Bogor in 1817, the king initiated in Leiden in 1820 the establishment of the National Museum of Natural History (\textit{Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie}). In the same year, a Committee of Natural History for the Netherlands Indies (\textit{Natuurkundige Commissie voor Nederlands Indië}) was founded.\textsuperscript{6} The Committee of...
Natural History consisted of a network of paid Dutch, French, Swiss, and German naturalists who went to the archipelago to survey the colony’s natural resources and advise the colonial government.7 In 1829, the king established a National Herbarium (‘s Rijksherbarium) in Brussels. Although it moved to Leiden the year after because of the Belgian revolt, Willem I and his advisors fostered the strong hope that these institutions would provide the scientific support for their profit-oriented agricultural and economic policy at home and in the colonies.8

These four institutes sometimes cooperated and sometimes competed with each other in their mission of cataloguing the natural resources of the Dutch Indies.9 Often their claims to study and publish about colonial nature were highly contested. In particular in the years until the dissolution of the Natuurkundige Commissie in 1850, the directors of the National Museum of Natural History, the Rijksherbarium and individuals with private collections competed for financial support by Willem I and Willem II. These institutions and individuals had to laboriously and continuously reinvent themselves.10 And whereas the two Leiden institutes were seated in the Netherlands and the naturalists of the Committee of Natural History travelled in the Indies, the Plantentuin was the only institution which was solely rooted in the Dutch Indies. It was not an institute for the whole Rijk (= the empire constituting the Netherlands and the Dutch Indies) but only for the Land, the territory of the Dutch Indies colony itself. Interestingly, the Netherlands itself did not possess a national garden such as the British had in Kew, or the French in Paris. Botanical gardens in the Netherlands were considered the domain of the university, with the Hortus Botanicus in Leiden as its most famous example.

The question of who took responsibility over science organization in the Dutch Indies would be a recurring struggle in the century to come.11 By acknowledging such imperial connectedness and the particular position of the colony in it, this theme issue examines the historically contested nature of Dutch Indies’ science, and especially the position of the life
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sciences in them. Although most of the essays in this theme issue zoom in on the Indies, developments in the metropole are never analytically separated from the colonial sphere. Taken together, the essays in this theme issue argue that the history of the life sciences at the Botanical Gardens Bogor can be best studied as integrated political history in which metropole and colony are brought under one analytical frame.

The local environment: directors and their networks
What transformed the gardens, too, were altering relationships between the garden as institution and its local socio-political environment. Key actors in this process were not only the garden’s European directors and staff members, but also a myriad of laborers and visitors, known and unknown, who sustained the garden not only with their hands but also with their plant-related expertise. Often this expertise was grounded in the area’s local and global networks of trade and material exchange. In the context of this theme issue, transformations related to the Botanical Gardens in Bogor are thus also approached as the historical result of continuous labour to align an institution geared towards the scientific study of plants with its socio-political environment. By doing so, this theme issue not only summarizes recent historical scholarship on the history of the life sciences at the Botanical Gardens in Bogor and in Indonesia, but also lays a modest foundation for the labour history of plant science which provides a new avenue to study the garden’s rich past.

While Jakarta’s middle class nowadays considers Bogor and its Botanical Gardens as a site for family gatherings during weekends and holidays, building on a long tradition of bourgeois leisure culture, this theme issues shows that for the longer part of history the Gardens was predominantly a site of labor and trade. Founded by the German chemist-apothecary Caspar Georg Reinwardt in 1817, the main garden in Bogor (Kebun Raya Bogor) gradually transformed into a centre for the acclimatization of plants from the Indonesian Archipelago and other parts of the world. By 1850, the gardens was the home of 9000 different plant species. If one nowadays strolls across the more than 86 hectares of land which makes the garden in Bogor, one of the largest botanical gardens in the world, one
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finds, for instance, sugarcane from Brazil, palm oil trees from Africa, corn from America, litchi trees from China, and Sago palms from the Moluccan islands. These plants are visible reminders that the garden heavily profited from plant exchanges with other gardens all over the world.

However, as this theme issue shows, the garden’s historical integration in local networks of colonial governance and global networks of exchange was a continuous endeavor which can be best approached by focusing on a number of significant transformations. In this issue we have selected three important transformations: the first decade after the garden’s foundation, the decades around 1900 in which the garden under Melchior Treub expanded the most, and the period of decolonization. This is not to say that other periods were uneventful. In the 1850s, Gerrit Jan Mulder used the Botanical Gardens as a site at which chemical analysis of sugar cane was carried out. Mulder’s efforts not only shaped the practice of the life sciences in Buitenzorg, but also had a serious impact on actual agricultural policy in the Dutch Indies. The appointment of Rudolf Scheffer in 1868 as head of a scientific directorate was important on its own right; by establishing a museum, an economic garden (cultuurtuin), a scientific journal and an agricultural school, Scheffer created a scientific ecosystem enabled scientific outreach both locally and internationally. When Melchior Treub left in 1909 and the Gardens were disconnected from the agricultural department, Treub’s successor Jacob Koningsberger experimented with new forms of scientific policy. Although formally held in Batavia and Bandung, the garden formed a central site for the 1929 international Pacific Science Congress, creating an international platform for the many private experiment gardens that intensely cooperated with the garden, creating new responsibilities for the Netherlands as a geopolitical player in the scientific Pacific. And what happened at the Garden in the decades after the long decolonization phase that Andrew Goss analyzes in this issue requires a more detailed analysis of the technocratic effects of empire and decolonization on botanical ways of knowing, and vice versa. We can only hope that in the years to come the garden’s historiography is further enriched by new scholarship. The garden’s rich past not only provides a fertile ground for institutional histories but also for more specialized studies examining the relationship between science and politics in colonial and post-colonial Indonesia.

22 The journal carried the title: *Annales du Jardin botanique du Buitenzorg*.
26 See for instance the PhD project of Luthfi Adam (Northwestern University).
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Outline of the theme issue

The first essay of this theme issue, written by Andreas Weber, focusses on the directorates of the garden’s first and second directors: Caspar Georg Carl Reinwardt and Carl Ludwig Blume. In particular under Blume’s aegis, the garden was under constant threat which eventually led to the temporal closure of the garden in 1826. However, instead of reading Reinwardt’s and Blume’s efforts simply as the result of lacking scholarly excellence or government funding, an in-depth analysis of their activities unravels how the garden gradually developed into a transformative nodal point of imperial politics and in the field of agricultural management. The daily life of Reinwardt and Blume and other plant experts at the Botanical Gardens in Bogor was characterized by juggling between the interests of wealthy landowners, plant collectors, gardeners, guides, ship captains, travelers, writers, government officials and publishers. By reconstructing and contextualizing Reinwardt’s and Blume’s laborious efforts to manage different interests, Weber’s essay highlights the networked and political character of botanical gardens in the early nineteenth century.

After the revival of the garden in the late 1830s, the garden underwent several infrastructural changes. Next to continuously enriching the garden with new plants, Elias Teytsman, a gardener from Arnhem who managed the garden until 1869, also made sure that the garden’s infrastructure grew. After to the establishment of a second garden in Cibodas, the garden in Bogor also received two new buildings: a library and a herbarium. Both were opened in the 1840s. Like the library, the herbarium gradually developed into a full-fledged research facility. While the library was initially equipped with only two dozen volumes, its second catalogue, published in the 1890s listed more than 5000 titles, excluding the volumes of 500 periodicals. Some of these books had been left by European plant collectors who had stayed for a couple of years in the colony. Nowadays, the library and also the herbarium are still situated within the garden’s grounds and can be consulted for historical and plant research.

Building upon the networks and infrastructure which Elias Teytsman and others had established, Melchior Treub, who was appointed as the garden director in 1880, eventually developed the garden into an attractive workplace for botanists and chemists from all over the world. Similar to Teytsman, Treub also initiated a number of infrastructural changes. In particular the increase of laboratory capacity was an important feature of his directorate. On one hand, new laboratory capacity was realized in the garden area. Next to a rather basic laboratory in the rooms of a hospital building next to the garden, Treub initiated the foundation of a new agricultural and botanical laboratory in the 1890s. On the other hand, Treub managed to tie the garden and its personnel to private laboratories (proefstations), which were established in the colonies from the 1870s onwards. These institutions helped to catalyze the growth of plant science in Java. Many of these private laboratories were financed by European and US investors and formed part of large sugar, oil palm, tobacco, tea, rubber, cinchona, and coffee plantations in Sumatra and Java. The abilities of Treub
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and other plant experts to link plant research at Bogor Botanical Gardens not only to the colonial state and but also to the interest of private entrepreneurs and traders have been extensively studied by Andrew Goss and Robert-Jan Wille.\(^{30}\) However, foregrounding private entrepreneurs and their laboratories entails the risk that the transformations at the Botanical Gardens itself remain understudied. In order to explain the spectacular growth of plants sciences at the garden’s laboratories, Robert-Jan Wille’s essay thus examines the rise of a new type of biologist who embraced a new kind of self-conscious evolutionary laboratory biology. Not only botanists, but also entomologists and even chemists world-wide cooperated under an emerging field which was called developmental biology. In Buitenzorg, the rise of development and symbiosis formed part of a new biology-based repertoire of technocracy. Wille’s essay analyzes the developmental botany of Treub and his experimental, embryological and evolutionary study of both cryptogam and phanerogam plants as an important source for the transformation of Buitenzorg science, a process Wille has studied elsewhere.\(^ {31}\)

The evolution from a loose alliance between metropolitan chemistry, planters and economic natural history to a tight community of developmental biologists, organic chemists, plant ecologists and entomologists had one goal: developing the Dutch Indies and especially the European planter society. In this issue Wille deals with the impact of Treub’s study of lichens as associational ‘firms’ on Buitenzorg’s cooperation between science, the state and the planters. Under Treub the Botanical Gardens in Buitenzorg transformed into a site for colonial and transdisciplinary big science with links to other laboratories around the globe.

The essay of Andrew Goss eventually examines how the Gardens transformed into one of the central embodiments of an independent Indonesian science during decolonization. Between 1940 and the early 1950s, the Botanical Gardens in Bogor changed hands numerous times, as a result of war and revolution. The challenge for early republican scientist was to generate Indonesian science in a colonial vessel. In this environment, Indonesian scientists transformed the Gardens as a site for international scientific cooperation, where they joined as equal partners with established scientists across the globe. However, as Andrew Goss tellingly shows, the Gardens and its affiliated scientists did not reinvent themselves from scratch. The footprint of the Gardens proper, and the scientific buildings with their natural collections, did not change, but there was continuity of personnel as well, as many Dutch scientists remained in Bogor in the 1950s. The essay thus argues that far from leading to a decline in science at the Bogor Gardens, political changes created new opportunities and possibilities to transform the garden into a locally and globally connected center for Indonesian science.

The theme issue is concluded with a short essay by Eulàlia Gassó Miracle in which she reminds us that the history of the life sciences cannot be disconnected from the history of preservation. By focusing on a historical collection of butterflies which is of high value for biodiversity researchers nowadays, her essay shows that the Botanical Gardens in Bogor also functioned as a site at which collections of prepared animals were processed and temporarily stored. By following the collections’ origins and movements in the years before and after World War II, the essay shows that the Gardens formed part of a locally and globally
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networked community of individuals and institutions that fostered a strong interest in the scientific study of the area’s nature.

The contributors to this theme issue have examined the history of the life sciences at the Botanical Gardens in Bogor through the lens of three major transformations and one historical collection. By doing so, we want to achieve two interrelated goals: first of all, we aim to introduce readers to a good portion of already existing scholarship on the intertwined histories of the life sciences in colonial and post-colonial Indonesia. Second, our hope is that the three episodes offer valuable starting points for further research. Taken together, our analyses have highlighted that the Gardens had to constantly renew itself in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with the site as only important constant. Moreover, our essays show that the daily practice of the life sciences at the Botanical Gardens was the product of coordination and competition between different disciplines, institutes, communities and networks not only in insular Southeast Asia but also beyond. We can only hope that our approach, which situates the garden in a wider social and political context, inspires historians in Indonesia and other parts of the world to intensify research into the history of the Indonesian life sciences in particular and tropical big science in general.